CURTAINS BY JO-ANNE of WAYLAND MA Receives
Best Of Houzz 2014 Award
Annual Survey and Analysis of 16 Million Monthly Users
Reveals Top-Rated Building, Remodeling and Design Professionals
WAYLAND MA February 4, 2014 – Curtains by Jo-Anne of Wayland, MA has been awarded “Best
Of Houzz” in Customer Satisfaction by Houzz, the leading platform for home remodeling and design.
This designer and maker of custom window treatments was chosen by the more than 16 million
monthly users that comprise the Houzz community. Winners will receive a “Best Of Houzz 2014”
badge on their profiles, showing the Houzz community their commitment to excellence.
“I am delighted by this award as I always strive to excel at personalized services to my clients
in all aspects of custom window and other home solution projects.” stated Jo-Anne Bleuer,
owner of Curtains by Jo-Anne. To see Jo-Anne’s work, go to www.curtainsbyjoanne.com.
“Houzz provides homeowners with the most comprehensive view of home building, remodeling and
design professionals, empowering them to find and hire the right professional to execute their vision,”
said Liza Hausman, vice president of community for Houzz. “We’re delighted to recognize Curtains by
Jo-Anne among our “Best Of” professionals for customer satisfaction as judged by our community of
homeowners and design enthusiasts who are actively remodeling and decorating their homes.”
With Houzz, homeowners can identify top-rated professionals like Curtains by Jo-Anne, but also those
whose work matches their own aspirations for their home. Homeowners can also evaluate
professionals by contacting them directly on the Houzz platform, asking questions about their work and
reviewing their responses to questions from others in the Houzz community.
About Curtains by Jo-Anne
Founded in 2005, Curtains by Jo-Anne (CBJ) offers many services to a
home owner including custom window treatments, bedding, cushions,
and pillows. Also, CBJ is a resource for numerous manufacturers of
wood blinds, cellular ,bamboo and solar shades. Jo-Anne states,
“Each homeowner has specific design ideas and dilemmas they want
to solve in creating an environment that is comfortable for them.
Listening to their needs, offering varying alternatives and delivering
quality results are all important to meeting their vision for their homes. My job is to offer those
personalized services to them. It’s a dream come true type of business for me!”
About Houzz
Houzz is the leading platform for home remodeling and design, providing people with everything they
need to improve their homes from start to finish - online or from a mobile device. From decorating a
room to building a custom home, Houzz connects millions of homeowners, home design enthusiasts
and home improvement professionals across the country and around the world. For more information,
visit http://www.houzz.com/pro/joannebleuer/curtains-by-joanne or www.curtainsbyjoanne.com

